
CONNECTING
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TECHNOLOGY™
QMS & ERP Implementation Since 1994



With so many consulting and implementation
firms out there, people often ask us why they
should choose Synesis during such a critical
time in their company’s growth. To put it
simply, Synesis has the unique advantage of
operations, technology and engineering
experience that our competition is simply
unable to match. 

Our clients select Synesis for the value and
customer service we deliver. We are
determined to employ structured planning and
execution methods to help ensure success.

SharePoint QMS

THE SYNESIS DIFFERENCENEXT-GEN SOLUTIONS
Why Synesis?SAP Business One

It is important that you have an end-to-end
view of your business – from the production
process, control over suppliers, inventory
management, order information and all aspects
of the customer management and customer
satisfaction.

SAP Business One implemented by Synesis
ensures that you can deliver the goods in full
and on time, with continuous visibility into
capacity, utilization and inventory.

SharePoint QMS, implemented by Synesis,
helps you re-imagine your approach to
quality assurance and risk mitigation.

Built on leading Microsoft Office
technologies, SharePoint QMS has
everything needed to begin improving
quality, reduce risk while saving time &
money.

Simplify Your Business 

Streamline Your Path
to Compliance

Industry Expertise

Automotive
Textiles, Fibers & Film
Food & Beverage
Aerospace
PharmBio
Discrete/Process
Manufacturing

The Synesis team is comprised of accountants,
ex-plant controllers, production and inventory
managers, industrial and manufacturing
engineers and software consultants and
developers. This unique advantage is what
allows us to better understand your business’
needs  from the board room to the shop floor.

Synesis is proud to serve the following
industries:

SAP Business One [implemented by
Synesis] really unleashed our
capability and potential.”

Not only do our employees find SharePoint
QMS easy to navigate, but the ISO registrar
auditors were impressed with the system
implementation and ease of use, as well.”
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